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Collected here in one affordable volume are the most important documents of the United States of

America: The Constitution of the United States of America, with the Bill of Rights and all of the

Amendments; The Declaration of Independence; and the Articles of Confederation. These three

documents are the basis for our entire way of life. Every citizen should have a copy.
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"Take a minute to consider a gift that hasnÃƒÆ’&#x83;Ãƒâ€š&#x82;ÃƒÆ’&#x82;Ãƒâ€š&#x92;t gone

out of style in more than 200 years." --Wall Street Journal"Who needs play-stations when you can

give the kids Thomas Jefferson?" --Independent (U.K.) --This text refers to an alternate Paperback

edition.

To encourage people everywhere to better understand and appreciate the principles of government

that are set forth in America&#x92;s founding documents, the Cato Institute published this pocket

edition of the Declaration of Independence and the Constitution of the United States of America.

With more than three million copies in print, this edition&#x92;s influence has been observed far and

wide. It has been held up by senators at press conferences and by representatives during floor

debate; found in federal judicial chambers across the country; appeared at conferences on

constitutionalism in Russia, Iraq, and elsewhere; and sold at U.S. Park Service stores, Restoration

Hardware, and book stores around the country. It&#x92;s a perfect gift for friends and family. Order



your copies today! --This text refers to an alternate Paperback edition.

This version is annotated by Richard Beeman, a genuine, non-ideological constitutional scholar. It is

NOT the right wing/Skousen/LDS version described in many of the critical comments. For some

reason,  has applied the same set of comments to multiple versions of the Constitution, which

makes it virtually impossible to determine which ones are worth buying - and reading.This version is

well worth buying and reading, and reading again. In addition to the text of the original documents, it

offers excellent historical context including a discussion of how the various articles and

amendments have been interpreted by courts (not ideologues) through the years. It's a very

valuable resource.UPDATE: In a comment to this review, RedRocks explains that if you try to order

the paperback version of this Penguin guide, you'll actually get the Skousen/LDS version instead.

(My brother confirmed this.) Kindle orders get the correct Penguin version.  needs to correct this -

RedRocks has complained about it before but  has done nothing.

Large font easy to read. No Skousen nut case seditionist commentary. Just as it was written by the

founders.

Every American should own (and Read) this book. It was written for Us! Very highly recommend.

Very nice!!! This little guy is a considerably higher quality than I expected, and I'm totally giving

some out as Christmas gifts this year!

History of the United States is a VERY difficult thing to understand. In these times we all need to

know how the country was set up and what are our rights and responsibilities as citizens. In these

times where leaders of this country are proposing law changes, for what ever reason, we mush

know what they are doing and how it will effect us now and in the long run.People all over the world

want to know what their rights a citizens of that country is, and for the cost of a dollar, you can learn

your right as a citizen of this country.

I think Thomas Jefferson did an excellent job! I wanted to reread our constitution to look up what

was needed to amend it, very important when considering there most important political subject

confronting us is how we can reverse the consequences of the Supreme Court's diabolical, political,

decision, Citizen's United (a misnomer), that has resulted in billionaires buying our elections. The



Constitution provides a "end around" way to amend by going through state legislators (avoiding a

bought congress), even by conventions formed in the states. Our forefathers were brilliant!Too

difficult to amend out Constitution? It can be done! This is the age of the Internet! Every citizen

should have a copy of the Constitution. And, the price is right. It's free on .

I purchased the leather bound edition. It arrived in pristine condition and well packaged. It will be a

nice addition to our library and looks quite handsome on our coffee table right now. Includes the

Federalist Papers which I have not laid eyes on since high school as well as several other historic

documents. The Constitution is in the back of the book. It has a table of contents but I did not find an

index. Pleased with purchase. Good value.

This is a wonderful source of info about our government. It includes not only the copy of the

Constitution but also includes all amendments. Yes , I admit, it helped me recall important info

coming in the form of a slender booklet. The cover has a picture of G. Washington on it holding out

a pen. Interpret that as you please. It sits in my purse just in case I need to check out some info

which, I admit somethingI should know, but don't. Thank you  for the generous one dollar offer. It is

worth much more.
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